Oakley Ace Hardware
3100 Main Street, Ste.266
Oakley, CA 94561
925-625-2449

Non-Profit Donation Program
Hello,
Thank you for inquiring about our non-profit fund raising program. We at Ace Hardware
pride ourselves in participating with local non-profit groups, and supporting those who
support us.
The exciting part of our program is that it is flexible and can work for short or long range
programs, and with small and large groups alike. The more people that get involved from
your organization, the better it works and the more return your organization receives.
This is how it works:
•

Fill out an application for your non-profit group, including your tax identification
number and we will open a “Cash Donation Account” in your group’s name. A
Cash Donation Account allows your individual members to make personal purchases
by cash, check or credit card, while we keep track of all their purchases on one
account.

•

You give the members of your organization the name of the account and encourage
them to shop at Ace Hardware. Simply have your members tell our cashier the name
of your account whenever they shop at any of our 4 local Ace Hardware stores, and
we do the rest.

•

We will review your account annually and rebate 10% of any profit we make on your
purchases back to your organization upon request, either by check or Gift Card.
Account rebate balances are carried forward annually to the following year.

We hope you choose to participate in this program, as we know that it will be very
beneficial to your organization. The more people from your group that participate, the
more money your group receives from Ace Hardware.
Thank you for shopping at Ace.
Sincerely,

Oakley Ace Hardware
Get an application HERE
Note:

We can only apply purchases that use the account at the time of purchase. Please, don't bring in
receipts for credit after the initial purchase.
Ace Hardware reserves the right to alter, change, or cancel this program at any time, completely at
its sole discretion, without prior warning or notice.
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